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. Turn off the screen of your Kindle
device.Q: Dealing with allocation / pointer

confusion I have been playing with C
recently and it seems to be a really hard

language to wrap your head around. I have
some simple class setup, just for practice, I
have declared a list of data in class: private:

std::vector links; I have defined a function to
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create a random Link to put in the vector, it
is defined like this: Link*

CreateRandomLink() { int randomNum =
rand() % 50; Link *rLink = new

Link(randomNum); return rLink; } When
calling the function, I call it like this:

CreateRandomLink(); To use it, I print out
the random number and print out the Link
object information, when I do so, the Link
object I created is garbage, when I close the
program, the Link object goes away too. I

am pretty sure that I understand pointers and
memory allocation but my program is still

not correct. A: You're returning a pointer to
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a local object. delete the return value after
you're done with it: and then delete the local
rLink value after you're done with it: rLink
= CreateRandomLink(); delete rLink; Your

current code doesn't work because the
compiler automatically takes ownership of
the object (that is, new becomes delete, and
you delete the object before you return it,

before assigning it to rLink). Q: Cannot Find
MessageBox Handle in Child Thread I am

trying to use MessageBox.Show(); from the
thread in which the application launches. I

have the following: //Thread-A ThreadA t =
new Thread(() => { Application.Run
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